Volvo Certified
Rebuild Program

Extend the life of your Volvo
Why replace when you can rebuild? Give your hardworking equipment the makeover it
deserves while protecting your finances and the environment. By restoring your existing
asset, Volvo Certified Rebuild Program optimizes your budget and the long-term value
of your investment. Rediscover the strength, durability and power built-in to your Volvo
machine.

Certified quality
Lower costs
Reducing your total cost per hour by 8%, allowing you to get the
most from your existing assets, optimize your cash flow and extend
your budget.

Get back on track more efficiently in your newly rebuilt machine,
delivered on time by your certified Volvo dealer, with you every step of
the way to plan machine restoration according to your schedule. Get
all the quality and assurance from a certified offer, full Volvo warranty
and control the downtime of your machine, built and rebuilt by Volvo.

Tailor-made to meet your needs
Take your pick from a range of flexible Volvo Certified Rebuild
packages, to get your asset working like new. We’ll consider
everything – from your budget and machine status to your business
objectives and applications – and customize an offer that optimizes
the value of your investment.
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Primed for performance
Get your machine back to its peak performance with Volvo Certified
Rebuild Program designed to help you maximize productivity.
Your rebuilt equipment will operate almost as if it had just left the
production line.

A fraction of the cost
of a new machine
Bring your Volvo back to its best without compromising your budget or bottom line. Large or small, we’ll find and fill the gap in your machine’s
performance at a fraction of the price of a new model. Rediscover your equipment’s built-in Volvo quality, restored by Volvo Certified Rebuild
Program for ultimate machine availability that withstands the test of time.
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Built and rebuilt by Volvo
Certified quality

A fraction of the cost
of a new machine

Get back to work faster in your newly
rebuilt Volvo, delivered on time and
backed by Volvo warranty.

Rediscover your equipment’s built-in Volvo
quality and fill the gap in your machine’s
performance at a fraction of the price of a new
model.

Tailor-made to meet your needs
Choose from a range of Volvo Certified
Rebuild packages, designed to optimize
the value of your investment.

Primed for performance
Maximize productivity in your Volvo, rebuilt
to perform almost as if it had just left the
production line.
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Protect the planet
Volvo protects the environment and your
budget by restoring your existing asset
back to its best.

Secured uptime
Experience all the performance and
uptime you’d expect from a new machine
in your rebuilt Volvo asset.

Lower costs
Reduce total cost per hour by 8% for
optimum cash flow and budget.
Matched to your application
Modify your machine during the rebuild
to improve performance and meet jobsite
requirements.
Secure safety
The rebuild includes mandatory checks
and upgrades of all safety features to
secure the highest levels of enduring
safety in your machine.

Increase resale value

Keeping you informed

We’ve got you covered
All Genuine Volvo replacement parts
come with a full Volvo warranty. Contact
your local dealer for more information.

Rest assured with progress updates from
your certified Volvo dealer throughout the
rebuild process, ensuring your machine is
completed on schedule.

A certified rebuild can increase the
resale value of your machine by up to
25%*, boosting the value of your existing
assets.
*Figure based on an L150E in the United Kingdom.
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Complete Machine Rebuild

This is a certified Complete
Machine Rebuild
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“My machine is getting old.
Should I buy a new one?”

“We can provide a solution to bring your existing
machine back to a like-new condition.”

At least 160%* total
machine lifetime
(*Based on rebuild completed at 15 000 hours)

What we will do
• Perform a detailed assessment of your entire
machine.
• Consider your working environment for potential
modification.
• Inspect your chassis and paint the machine.
• Agree on a plan of action that works for you.
• Keep you informed at every stage of the process.

What you will get
• A like new machine at a fraction of the price.
• A complete certified rebuild of your machine inside
and out, including powertrain and hydraulics.
• A machine that looks and performs just like
new, freshly painted and adapted to your working
condition.
• Latest engineering updates.
• An operational and effective solution that lasts.
• A solution which closely considers operator needs.
• Enhanced residual value.
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Hydraulics Rebuild

This is a certified
Hydraulics Rebuild
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“My excavator is not as fast
as it used to be.”

“A simple and quick assessment of your cycle
time will allow us to evaluate how far away you
are from optimum performance.”

100% Restored
hydraulic performance
What we will do
• Ascertain that the issue is only hydraulic.
• Perform a detailed assessment of all hydraulic
components.
• Manage and minimize the time your machine is
being rebuilt.

What you will get
• A solution delivering enhanced performance clearly
demonstrated by measuring cycle times.
• An efficient solution that only requires a series of
minimal technical operations.
• An offer tailor-made according to your situation.
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Powertrain Rebuild

This is a certified
Powertrain Rebuild
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“My machine is not as
productive as it used to be.”

“We will assess the vital components which are
essential for machine productivity. We develop
the right solution to bring the full Volvo quality of
your machinery back to life.”

Secure
your uptime
What we will do
• Evaluate the complete Powertrain.
• Advise on the right solution for you.
• Agree a plan of action that works for you.
• Keep you informed at every stage of the process.

What you will get
• A certified rebuild of your powertrain and hydraulics.
• Performance and uptime you’d expect from a new
machine.
• Components with the latest engineering upgrades.
• Reset your fuel consumption.
• Greater flexibility with a wide range of Volvo Reman
components.
• Full warranty on all replaced parts by Volvo genuine
parts.
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